The Sultan and the Soup: A Javanese Cultural Response to COVID-19
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Abstract: During the initial outbreak of COVID-19 in Indonesia, a poster claimed to be a suggestion from the Sultan of Yogyakarta Hamengkubuwono X (HB X), who is also the governor of the Yogyakarta Special Area (DIY), to cook and eat sayur lodeh (soup) together to help repel the plague, was circulated through WhatsApp (WA) and Social Media. The Office of Public Relations and Protocol of DIY later refuted this message. This study investigated what sayur lodeh is, what messages were contained in the poster, and how the Javanese perceived these messages within the COVID-19 context. This study used qualitative content analysis as the research method. The researchers made inferences on the meaning inside the message from HB X using cultural perspectives. The data reveals 1) Sayur lodeh is a traditional Javanese dish that includes various nutritious vegetables that are stewed in coconut milk; 2) the order to cook sayur lodeh indicates the Javanese people's high trust in the Sultan in difficult times, the hopeful and constructive attitude to the adversities, the family support, and community’s unity to resolve difficulties, and God's belief in moving forward; 3) the Javanese cooked sayur lodeh immediately, as most of them believe that it might help them escape misfortune; this assurance has been passed down from generation to generation. This study demonstrates how culture plays an important role in cultural communities, such as the Javanese, who respect and listen to cultural leaders more than other authorities. People could also obey orders against rationale or the rule of government as they have powerful cultural convictions. This study encourages the participation of cultural figures in emergency or health crisis measures, and any interventions should consider the cultural context of the population.
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The first cases of COVID-19 in Indonesia were confirmed on March 2, 2020 (Burhan et al., 2020; Tosepu et al., 2020). The number of cases quickly increased, and COVID-19 was declared a global pandemic on March 12, 2020 (Platto et al., 2020; Spinelli & Pellino, 2020). Measures taken over the subsequent weeks dramatically altered people's everyday lives (Platto et al., 2020; Remuzzi & Remuzzi, 2020). The world has undergone major changes and has transformed typical social practices (Dein et al., 2020; Garbe et al., 2020). Visiting parents, family, or friends has
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become subject to various restrictions, if not impossible. Social distancing, no more handshaking, no more hugs, no more dinners, parties, holidays, or even condolences to those who lost their loved ones due to COVID-19 have become part of daily lives. School and office closures, lockdowns, and travel limitations have all impacted upon people's mobility. Nothing is normal any longer (Buduneli, 2020; Tarman, 2020).

A pandemic generates its empirical reality as a backdrop for all types of psychiatric disorders (Cohen et al., 2007; Goldberg, 2020; Hisham et al., 2020; Holmes et al., 2020; Lazzari et al., 2020; Shigemura et al., 2020; Spoorthy et al., 2020; Vetter et al., 2016). Depression and other mental health problems are validated by economic crises, work layoffs, extended school, company closings, and threatened supply chain disturbances (Goldberg, 2020). COVID-19 has brought the world to a halt as most nations have endured lockdowns that enshrine fear and uncertainty and provoke the population’s distinct cultural and psychological conditions (McCorkle, 2020; Ncube & Motalenyane, 2020; Sikhangezile & Modise, 2020). Society was hit with fear and chaos; COVID-19 is threatening health problems on a scale that has never even seen before by the present generation, with the “Spanish flu in 1918,” perhaps being the last outbreak to have had such severe consequences (Hisham et al., 2020).

Moreover, the stream of news about the outbreak has led to increasing public worry and frustration. Some information is untrue, and certain directions seem contradictory (Mian & Khan, 2020). Such confusion is not all malevolent, although its effects may be debilitating (Garrett, 2020). In Indonesia, constant coverage of COVID-19 reported cases and deaths and specifics of how deadly the virus is prevalent in the nation’s 567 conventional media and 2,011 online media outlets and has generated a terrifying specter that might be deceptive and mislead the population and result in psychological distress, deprivation, panic, and even anxiety that affects Indonesians' physical and psychological well-being (Abdullah, 2020). Many people have relied on culture, religion, and tradition during the unprecedented time of COVID-19 (Dein et al., 2020; Hamzah, 2020; Li & Lau, 2020), particularly those whose cultures are tightly intertwined and often reinforced by daily rituals (Tagat & Kapoor, 2020).

Some indigenous communities in the United States have tried alternative methods to combat this pandemic by using traditional wisdom and adopting aspects of their spiritual well-being (Airhihenbuwa et al., 2020). In China, people have used traditional Chinese medicine to prevent and control measures of COVID-19 utilizing 28 traditional medicine guidelines to provide treatment measures for COVID-19 (Ang et al., 2020). Traditional Chinese medicine has its features a holistic concept, the balance of Yin and Yang, syndrome differentiation and treatment, strengthening the body's resistance to eliminate pathogenic factors; moreover, traditional Chinese medicine has thousands of years of experience in regulating the body and enhancing the resistance to epidemic diseases, with unique insights and prevention and control experience (Ren et al., 2020).

Tagat and Kapoor (2020) addressed how people in India responded to the fight against COVID-19 in a unique cultural way, ranging from chants of, "Go, Corona go!" (aimed at moving it away, not as a cheer) to non-scientific suggestions about drinking urine from cows. As in India, public belief in their cultural roots also exists in Indonesian society, where culture and values are saturated throughout everyday life.

There are 633 recognized ethnic groups in Indonesia (Central Bureau of Statistics of Republic of Indonesia, 2015). The largest ethnic group is the Javanese, which makes up about 40% of the total population, with approximately 100 million inhabitants (Ananta et al., 2015). The Javanese (Indonesian: Suku Jawa or Orang Jawa) are an indigenous ethnic group on Indonesia's Java island. With approximately 100 million population, it is the largest ethnic group in Indonesia (Ananta et al., 2015). The Javanese are concentrated on the island of Java, but millions have moved to other islands across the vast archipelago.
The Javanese have responded culturally to COVID-19, including cooking certain foods to repel the pandemic. In the third week of March, instructions to cook sayur lodeh to ward off COVID-19 circulated widely through WhatsApp (WA) groups, especially among Javanese communities in Central Java and Yogyakarta. The message stated that Sultan HB X, the Sultan of Yogyakarta, who is also the governor of the Special Region of Yogyakarta (DIY), recommended making sayur lodeh, a popular Javanese-origin vegetable soup or curry, and eating together with others to prevent the plague. So, consequently, people began cooking sayur lodeh in the hope of avoiding this deadly disease.

The portrait of Sultan HB sitting confidently and with dignity can be seen in the circulating poster. The messages in the poster are written in the Javanese language, which seems to be an appeal from the Sultan, asking people to cook sayur lodeh and eat it together to prevent becoming infected with COVID-19, while the poster also contained information about the seven ingredients that should be found in sayur lodeh. This message was later denied by the DIY public relations and protocol secretariat, which stated that the WA messages were hoaxes (Rustan, 2020).

This hoax order was immediately circulated shortly after confirmation of the second case of COVID-19 in Yogyakarta. The second confirmed case in the province was a University Gadjah Mada (UGM) professor, and the first confirmed case was a 3-year-old (Muryanto, 2020). Governor HB X of Yogyakarta urged residents to undertake preventive measures to curb the spread of COVID-19 in the province, including washing their hands regularly with soap and water. This was clearly in response to the earlier message that had been widely circulated in the community about cooking sayur lodeh, which remains a mystery concerning who wrote and then distributed the hoax message.

The people of Yogyakarta and its surrounding areas and the Javanese, in general, are considered to have great confidence and admiration for their Sultan. Therefore, they followed the instructions and immediately cooked and ate sayur lodeh together, even if it contradicted the government’s order to avoid gathering with other people and remain at home. The order was alleged to have been a fraudulent message from the Sultan. However, in the past, this suggestion to cook sayur lodeh to prevent a plague was also circulated. In 1931, during the reign of Sultan Hamengkubuwono VIII, Java endured a wave of the bubonic plague for more than two decades; it was reported that Sultan Hamengkubuwono IX also recommended sayur lodeh in response to the health crises of 1946, 1948, and 1951 (Rasyid, 2020). Javanese food, in its entirety, is rich in symbolism (Elmira, 2020). The sayur lodeh ritual is an example of slametan, a form of communal ritual. A communal ritual is the main feature of Javanese culture (Geertz, 1964; Lestari et al., 2019; Ricklefs, 2006; van den Boogert, 2017).

The term slametan originates from the Javanese slamet, and most likely also from Arabic salam which means peace. It implies well-being, harmony, protection, fitness, and goodness and wholeness. Slamet means that you are protected, in the way that things may escape issues or challenges arising from natural or supernatural circumstances (Hakam, 2017). Slametan is an important rite for Javanese Muslims, referring to a large communal prayer, feast, and food-offering to mark or honor vital life cycles, including birth, marriage, and death (Nasir, 2019). Muqoddam and Maghfohai (2019) explored the modes, method, and syncretism patterns of the slametan tradition. Their study found (1) Slametan forms commonly entail birth, death, marriage, village cleaning, feast day, welcoming Ramadhan, cheering work after returning from overseas, and praising when harvest falls. (2) The method of slametan consists of serving food and prayer. (3) As a cornerstone of ‘Islam Nusantara’ or Indonesian Islam, a slametan culture is a form of syncretism among Java and Islam.
Culture is about permanent beliefs, and individuals develop such beliefs either in their own native culture or in the cultures with which they are associated (Daghfous et al., 1999; Strunc, 2019). These beliefs affect the way people see the world (Malai & Speece, 2005). Shavvit & Barners (2018) argue that culture comprises common traits that provide norms among those who share a language, a historical time, and a geographical location to interpret, believe, assess, interact, and act. Culture acts as a source of world theories and influences how people participate, think, and react, forming their views and philosophies of existence (Kastanakis & Voyer, 2014). Kastanakis and Boyer (2014) provided a structured review of the role of culture in shaping individual perception, and concluded culture affects perception and subsequently cognition at both the society and individual level and perception and cognition play a central role in subjective human experience. Zou et al. (2009) convinced that culture influences people who perceive that conventional beliefs are culturally consensual.

This research examined the culture of the Javanese, more specifically exploring a particular cultural value that is consensually believed by the Javanese. The researchers investigated what sayur lodeh is, what messages were contained in the purported order from the Sultan, and how the Javanese perceived them in the COVID-19 context. The researchers studied sayur lodeh and the context of when it was requested to be cooked, by whom it was requested to be cooked, how the food was served and eaten, and how the Javanese responded to the Sultan’s recommendations.

There has been no scholarly article investigating the argument of sayur lodeh to repel an outbreak so far. Researching this idea provides an overview of how the Javanese reacted to a pandemic and how their beliefs impacted their decision-making in emergencies, health-related actions, and the everyday lives of the community. Thus, how local knowledge can be used, and the risk of material failure and loss of life can be minimized even further can be better understood.

Methodology

The researchers employed a qualitative content analysis as a method of inquiry. The researchers examined the presence, meanings, and relationships of words, themes, concepts, and context of the texts. The text observed was the poster containing instructions from the Sultan of Yogyakarta HB IX for cooking sayur lodeh, which was then refuted by the Office of Public Relations and Protocol of DIY that said the message was not from the Sultan himself. The researchers made inferences on the messages within the texts, the writer, the audience, and the culture and time of the text.

Krippendorf (1989) explained that content analysis was a method of studying substantive topics, messages, images, and voices. Content analysis is a research technique for drawing replicable and true inferences from texts to the contexts in which they are used. Content analysis offers new perspectives, improves a researcher’s knowledge of complex phenomena, or encourages practical actions (Krippendorf, 1989). Texts, messages, and symbols do not speak for themselves. They can inform others. Texts provide meaning to particular circumstances, discourses, or intentions (Krippendorf, 1989, 2009). The information helps the reader choose between meanings and narrows the variety of otherwise available interpretations.

The poster was circulated using WA and social media (mostly Facebook and Twitter) at the beginning of the outbreak of COVID-19 in Indonesia (March 2020). The researchers looked at the context of the poster and what the message meant to the Javanese.

The study of the texts did not stop at interpreting the written words. It was also about how the message was sent, to whom, by whom, and for what reason. Texts do not have a single definition (Krippendorf, 1989, 2009). They can be interpreted from a wide range of viewpoints and
can be subjected to some analyses. In this study, the researchers analyzed texts using Javanese cultural perspectives.

**Figure 1**  
*Research Materials*

Experience is fundamental to the study of culture (Pickering, 2008). To gain a sense of culture, the researchers experienced buying the vegetables and ingredients for *sayur lodeh* following the instructions contained in the poster, inviting a Javanese cook to help to prepare the dish and cooking it, serving it for the family, and sharing it with some neighbors. One key trait of cultural studies is its focus on the subjective nature of social interactions, how specific social roles and processes are lived, how sense is made (Pickering, 2008). The researchers experienced a cultural practice and belief to collect the evidence and gain insight into the culture. Experience often means interpreting what happens in life, making our thoughts, emotions, and behavior meaningful (Pickering, 2008). Experiencing the ritual of *sayur lodeh*, its process, and the product was extremely valuable in informing the researchers how the ritual's social contexts are inhabited and understood. The researchers gained experience through constant, reflexive, and interpretive accounts of what happened.

The following (*Figure 2*) is an illustration of the design of this study. The design was adapted from Krippendorf's (1989) concept of content analysis and combined with Pickering's (2008) concept of cultural studies. The researchers examined the contexts, discourses, and purposes of the text. The research question led the researchers to understand the direction of the probable answer. The researchers analyzed the content and constructed the results of the study in an empirical manner. The findings are robust associations and conditions of contribution within the context of the text.
What is sayur lodeh, what message is in the texts that states sayur lodeh might repel a plague, and how do the Javanese perceive these texts in the COVID-19 context. The study reveals three main assertions:

1) Sayur lodeh is a native Javanese dish stewed in coconut milk and containing various nutritious vegetables.
2) The call to cook sayur lodeh contains the sense of the high faith of Javanese people in the Sultan in difficult times, to be optimistic and to remain positive thinking, belief for a powerful union or togetherness in overcoming difficulties, and always asking for God's support.
3) The Javanese complied with the order to cook sayur lodeh, as most of them believed it could help them avoid misfortune. This belief has been passed from generation to generation since their ancestors.

*Sayur Lodeh is a nutritious traditional Javanese vegetable soup made with coconut milk*

Sayur lodeh is described in an article on detik.com (March 21, 2020) as a simple vegetable soup or curry made from seven main ingredients and coconut milk (Fitria, 2020). Sayur lodeh is a
typical Central Javanese coconut milk dish. Usually, vegetables from the garden are processed into this vegetable curry (Sushmita, 2020). The article in detik.com also discusses the origins of *sayur lodeh*. Some scholars have argued that this practice dated back to the heyday of Central Javanese civilization in the 10th century. During the major eruption of Mount Merapi in 1006, *sayur lodeh* was proclaimed to be the answer to boost public faith that they would survive. Food historians such as Fadly Rahman studied *sayur lodeh* and concluded that the vegetables dated back to the 16th century after Spain and Portugal introduced long beans to Java. Others claim that it is an "old tradition" developed in the 19th century at the turn of the 20th century by the Yogyakarta intellectuals during the Indonesian National Awakening when many national myths were discovered, celebrated, and developed in different ways. The legend of *sayur lodeh* was reinforced in the early twentieth century. The most famous example came from 1931 when Java suffered from successive waves of the bubonic plague for more than two decades during the reign of Sultan HB VIII. However, records also indicate that *sayur lodeh* was cooked in response to crises in 1876, 1892, 1946, 1948, and 1951 (Fitria, 2020).

*Sayur lodeh* is now known not only to Javanese but to all Indonesians, Singaporeans, and Malaysians. In an attempt to describe *sayur lodeh* better, the researchers invited a 60-year-old Javanese cook to cook it with its original recipe. She cooked *sayur lodeh* from scratch, without any instant seasoning, using all fresh vegetables and herbs.

**Figure 3**

*Cooking Sayur Lodeh*

The most commonly used vegetables in traditional *sayur lodeh* are tomatoes, long beans, Chinese eggplants (purple eggplant), soybean tempeh, firm tofu, corn, cabbage, chayote, and melinjo. However, not all of these vegetables have to be included. All these vegetables should be cut to an edible size. The curry spices, all of which are ground into a paste, are shrimp paste, coriander, garlic, shallots, red chili peppers, ginger, galangal, and candlenuts. Other than that, coconut milk is one of the most significant ingredients.
The researchers observed the cook preparing the meal. The oil was heated to medium-high heat in a soup pot. The spicy paste was fried until it was fragrant (about five minutes). She added daun salam (bay leaves) for an extra fragrance and stirred the curry for a minute. Then added coconut milk, water, seasoned with salt and palm sugar, and brought it to the boil. Then she added the cut vegetables, cooked to boil, then reduced the heat to simmer and cooked until the vegetables were fully cooked and tender. Then she switched off the heat, moved it to the serving bowl, and immediately served it with steamed white rice. Researchers ate the soup with the cook and the family. They were talking about the taste of sayur lodeh. The taste was as follows: sayur lodeh is tasty, fresh, and delicious. The coconut milk makes the food creamy and rich. The fragrance of the spices is appetizing. The dish is flavorful, and if the leftovers are heated, it will be thicker and more delicious.

The order to cook sayur lodeh indicates the Javanese people's high trust in the Sultan in difficult times, the hopeful and constructive attitude to the adversities, the unity to resolve difficulties, family support, and God's belief in moving forward.

The message to cook sayur lodeh tujuh rupa, or sayur lodeh containing seven kinds of vegetables, was written in Javanese, and the virus's outbreak was referred to as "Pageblug Corona" (Fitria, 2020). The announcement was made attractively, a poster bearing a portrait of the King of Mataram, Yogyakarta Sultanate, Sri Sultan HB X.
Figure 5
WA Message About Making Sayur Lodeh to Repel Coronavirus

An inscription of the words of Ngarso Dalem or Sultan HB X accompanied the full-color poster. The contents of the message are: "Wayahe rakyat Mataram nyayur Lodeh 7 warna: Kluwih, Cang Gleyor, terong wungu, kulit mlinjo, waluh, godong so, tempe. mugi sedaya tansah widodo nir ing sambekala." This phrase means "Plague. It's time for the people of Mataram to make sayur lodeh in 7 colors: Kluwih, long beans, purple eggplant, melinjo, chayote, young melinjo leaves, and soybean tempeh."

Javanese food as a whole is rich in symbolism. Especially for pagebluk or the period to resist epidemics or calamities, it is recommended to cook sayur lodeh with seven vegetables. Seven vegetable or tujuh rupa in Bahasa Indonesia, has special meaning, seven or pitu in Javanese means pitulungan, which means asking for help (Sushmita, 2020). The Sultan's order to cook sayur lodeh
was seen an impetus for social solidarity. Entire cities that cook the same things simultaneously create a strong sense of community (Suara Baru, 2020).

**Figure 6**
Seven Kinds of Ingredients for Sayur Lodeh (Six Vegetables and Soybean Tempeh)

A Javanese culture teacher, Revianto Budi Santoso, clarified that sayur lodeh expands this symbolism linguistically and numerologically. Each of the seven main ingredients added to the base of coconut milk, melinjo, melinjo leaves, chayote, long beans, eggplant, jackfruit, and tempeh have a symbolic meaning derived from the sound of the syllable (Suara Baru, 2020). Wungu, in Javanese, means purple, from purple aubergine or eggplant, but it means also something like "bangun or alert/wake up," while lanjar from kacang lanjar (long bean) is the same as "berkah or blessing." Collect seven things, and you have got something more like a spell (Fitria, 2020). The researchers bought all of these seven ingredients for sayur lodeh tujuh rupa, as they needed to know each of the seven ingredients in the poster to experience the true taste of sayur lodeh. The cook helped to get the ingredients and cooked them until a delicious sayur lodeh was created.
Table 1  
*Symbolic Meanings of Seven Vegetables for Sayur Lodeh*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vegetable</th>
<th>Symbolic Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kluwih</strong></td>
<td>Kluwargo luwihono anggone gulowentah digatekne (The family is the highest priority for support and care).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cang Gleyor (Long Beans)</strong></td>
<td>Cancangen awakmu aja lunga (Tie your body, don't go away).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terong Wungu (Purple Eggplant)</strong></td>
<td>Terusna anggone olehe manembah Gusti ojo datnyeng, mung Yen iling tok. (Continue to increase your worship, not only when you remember).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kulit melinjo</strong></td>
<td>Ojo mung ngerti njobone, ning kudu reti njerone babakan pagebluk (Don't only recognize the effects but have a deep understanding of the causes of the outbreak).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Waluh (Chayote), *uwalono ilangono ngeluh gersulo* (Eliminate grievances and sense of powerlessness, keep up the spirit).

### Godong so (Melinjo Leaves), *golong gilig donga kumpul wong sholeh sugih kawruh babakan agomo lan pagebluk* (Pray along with those who are pious, good in religious matters, as well as those who understand the plague).

### Tempeh, *temenono olehe dhedhepe nyuwun pitulungane Gusti Allah* (Really focused on asking for help from God).

The Javanese cultural observer and the courtier of the Surakarta Palace, Kanjeng Raden Arya (KRA) Dr. Pranoto Adiningrat, M.M. (Suara Baru, 2020), who won the Cultural Star Award, claimed that the view that *sayur lodeh* is interpreted as a way of avoiding the *pagebluk* is a local wisdom. "It contains wise messages that we should always recall, surrender, and ask God. We're only taking the optimistic aspect."

*The Javanese cooked sayur lodeh immediately, as most believe that it might help them escape misfortune. This assurance has been passed down from generation to generation*

To understand the views of the Javanese people, the researchers gathered the opinions of cultural experts, palace members/officials, linguists, and the general public recorded in online newspapers. When the *sayur lodeh* cooking message was circulated between 21 to March 25, 2020, people went to the market to buy vegetables and ingredients for *sayur lodeh*. Sushmita (2020) of
the Solo Post Daily wrote how seven different vegetables were hunted by buyers in several traditional markets in Klaten, Central Java. Sushmita quoted a statement from a vegetable seller at Klaten Main Market, "Today, the kluwih I sell is selling well. Many are looking for kluwih. I brought a bag (contains 50 kluwih). They sold out straight away. As a result, the price of kluwih multiplied in price. A vegetable with a prickly skin that typically sells for Rp. 5,000-Rp10,000 (30-50 cents) per fruit, yet the price quickly increased to Rp. 15,000 (USD 1).

The people of Yogyakarta and its surrounding areas consider the virus that causes COVID-19 to be a catastrophe and have started to regard it as a pageblug or a decline in time (Ginting, 2020). Javanese people claim that the seven-colored sayur lodeh is thought to dismiss the bad luck of the coronavirus outbreak. Amid a modern society that is increasingly religious, some people followed the call through WA groups immediately without hesitation. As a result, the market and stalls were overwhelmed by women eager to buy the necessary ingredients (Siyasi, 2020).

Some village chiefs also arranged to eat sayur lodeh together. For example, after the circulation of a poster calling for the Sultan to cook sayur lodeh, all the village apparatus and the chief of the Gandekan Village (about 40 people) in the Jebres sub-district of Solo had a lunch of sayur lodeh in the village meeting center (Ariefana, 2020). They said that it was the order of the Mataram/Yogyakarta Palace and that it was effective in repelling the plague (Ginting, 2020). The message to cook sayur lodeh was considered a dawuh (command) by Ngarso Dalem, Sultan HB X (Siyasi, 2020). This activity contradicted the central government's order to ask people to stay at home and not to gather more than four people, particularly not to eat together.

Sushmita (2020), a journalist at the Solo Post (March 22, 2020), interviewed several vegetable vendors on the market. One interviewee was Suwarni, who said that his parents and ancestors used to cook sayur lodeh in the expectation that they would all be safe. "Javanese people typically serve this vegetable. Let's hope during the current situation, we could be bagas waras (stable, healthy, and strong). The disease epidemic could soon disappear," she said. The same thing was also explained by a seller of empon-empon (spices) at the Klaten Central Market, Fitri, 25. Since Saturday morning, a number of her customers had been looking for the 7-colored sayur lodeh ingredients. "Hmmm, I believe in and don't believe in the power of it. But I eat that dish before and would like to have more," she said.

The order to cook sayur lodeh to keep away from Pageblug has also been followed by the Solo people since the time of their predecessors. The Solo Palace used to be joined by the Yogyakarta Palace during the rule of Mataram. The daughter of Pakoe Buwono XII, King of Solo Palace, GKR Wandansari Koesmortiyah, said that the people of Solo also believed in sayur lodeh and that the meaning of sayur lodeh was no different from that of the people of Yogyakarta. All kinds of vegetables in sayur lodeh have meaning and are a kind of request to God (Isha’an, 2020). One resident of Jatipuro Karanganyar, Solo, Yantini (60 years old), said that since ancient times her parents had always cooked sayur lodeh. This meal is thought to protect people in difficult times, particularly when there is a pageblug or an outbreak of disease. "Yes, some Javanese still believe in how sayur lodeh protect us in a precarious situation, not only now, but for a long time," she said. She hoped that all sorts of hazards could be eliminated and removed by cooking it. "Yes, one hopes that Allah will immediately get rid of Sengkolo (calamity) and any damage," she concluded (Isha’an, 2020).

Seven colored sayur lodeh is considered part of the Javanese tradition of disaster response (Hermawan, 2020). The message of cooking sayur lodeh to ward off the plague was also circulated via SMS in 2005. The message was in response to the hurricane in the South Sea at that time. Sultan HB X also denied that this was his order. "It's not my order to make sayur lodeh, but if the group
obey, what can we do," he said at the time. The cultural observer, Irfan Afifi, considered the behavior of the residents to be a form of traditional practice in responding to disasters. "This form of knowledge is conventional knowledge. [You] doesn't have to wait for the scientific confirmation," said Irfan (Hermawan, 2020). The people spontaneously cooked seven kinds of vegetables because of their belief. "It's enough to believe it or not, only to choose it. So, in this situation, science is no higher than tradition and belief," he said.

Javanese historian, Yoseph Kelik, claims that the message of the seven colors of vegetables and their meanings are part of the Javanese people's practice of tinkering or matching one thing to another (otak-atik gatuk dan cocok-cocokkan). There is no reference in Javanese historical literature to the seven-colored sayur lodeh dish. However, he said, “if you look closely, the message retains its own wisdom in coping with the outbreak of the Coronavirus. In addition to a range of foods, it can definitely provide protein and nutrition. Of course, there are more or less benefits of boosting the vitality of the body,” he said. The viral message was so popular that it kept farmers and vegetable traders going. “Lower-level economies are moving in tough times because demand is still there,” he added (Hermawan, 2020).

Discussion and Conclusion

Sayur lodeh contains a variety of nutritious vegetables. Nutritious food is also considered an antidote to disease, as during a pandemic. At the beginning of the growth of COVID-19 in Indonesia, the government spokesperson for COVID-19, Ahmad Yurianto, said at the Presidential Palace on October 3, 2020, that the Coronavirus could be prevented as long as the body's immune system or immunity was high. "Regarding herbs, we understand that our ancestors have known these herbs for centuries, and this is very, very nice for increasing immunity." He added that many traditional dishes in Indonesia contain lots of herbs or spices such as ginger, turmeric, etc. Indirectly, traditional cooking in Indonesia can potentially stop the Coronavirus. "Every day we eat traditional food, it is full of herbs. If we talk about sayur lodeh, that's herbal. Besides that, and kapau rice (mixed rice from Padang, West Sumatra), it also contains herbs and is good for increasing stamina. In kapau rice, not only herbs but also coconut milk, this is the wisdom of our ancestors" (Putri, 2020).

Preventive steps, such as the right food choice, will enable individuals to be protected from the risk of current infection from COVID-19 (Bhatta, 2020). Bhata's study results suggest that diet affects the immune strength to protect our body from pathogen attack (2020). Increasing the intake of nutrients will help strengthen the immune system and make individuals less vulnerable to disease, which is also considered a key factor in preventing viral infections such as COVID-19 (Wimalawansa, 2020). Halawa (2017) studied the relationship between the demographic features, food consumption patterns, and dietary-related health behaviors of the Chinese Han and Hui Ethnic Nationalities. Their study's findings emphasize that ethnicity, background, and some demographic characteristics can be directly associated with dietary habits and food consumption patterns of some of the ethnic groups. Individuals look at local plants from their home during the pandemic, seeking to improve immunity using the formula from their ancestors.

Alkhatib (2020) researched what functional food is ideal for speeding up healing and improving the immune system. Foods with antiviral properties are believed to include fruit, vegetables, fermented foods and probiotics, olive oil, fish, nuts and seeds, herbs, roots, fungi, amino acids, peptides, and cyclotides (Alkhatib, 2020). Alkhatib reviewed the report on key functional food plants with immunomodulatory and antiviral properties using data on medicinal food plants obtained and downloaded from English-language journals using online search engines. Functional food plants reported here may improve the immune system and cure respiratory tract infections and
have a major effect on the general public's overall health. As many people worldwide are now bound to their homes, using these easily accessible plants in the daily diet will help improve the immune system and avoid SARS-CoV-2 infections. This could lower the risk of COVID-19 and facilitate speedy response in cases of SARS-CoV-2 infection (Alkhatabib, 2020).

Herbal medicine is practiced in various countries. Mani et al. (2020) investigated papers in PubMed database on the use of traditional medicines, herbs, remedies or plants to cure infectious diseases, including coronavirus, SARS or MERS. Fifty five primary research papers have been identified. China, of course, is among the countries best known for developing herbal medicine. Chinese herbal medicine has played an important role in treating epidemic diseases and was commonly used to treat SARS patients almost two decades ago during the SARS epidemic, with confirmed protection and possible benefits. Traditional Chinese medicine has also been commonly used to treat cancer patients for a long period, is associated with immunomodulatory activity, and is used to treat coronavirus-related diseases (Huang et al., 2020). Herbal phytoconstituents are effective in reducing infectious conditions and were the only treatments available before antibiotics were introduced. Yang et al. (2020) recorded that more than 85% of patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 in China had been treated with Traditional Chinese medicine. Traditional Chinese medicine can differentiate and treat the syndrome according to patients' clinical symptoms and is ideally able to avoid and control epidemics (Wang et al., 2020).

The use of natural products and phytomedicine continues to grow fast around the world, with many people nowadays reverting to such remedies in different national healthcare settings to treat various health challenges (World Health Organization, 2004). Mrid et al. (2020) investigated natural compounds in Moroccan medicinal plants that could be used as natural inhibitors of the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, which causes coronavirus disease in 2019 (COVID-19). In their analysis, 29 Moroccan medicinal plants contained at least three of these coronavirus inhibitors. Therefore, the medicinal plants selected in this study can contain direct anti-SARS-CoV-2 compounds. Aanouz et al. (2020) conducted research to decide if natural origin components have an antiviral effect and prevent humans from being infected with this Coronavirus using the most effective approach is molecular docking. Docking has shown that among 67 molecules of natural origin, three molecules (Crocin, Digitoxigenin, and β-Eudesmol) are proposed as coronavirus inhibitors based on the energy form of interaction between these molecules and the protein studied.

The call to cook sayur lodeh contains a sense of the high confidence of the people of Java in the Sultan in challenging times. The Sultan of Yogyakarta is both a cultural leader and a formal ruler (governor). He plays an important role in mobilizing people, uniting, and taking action during calamities. This study shows how eager the Javanese people were to do what Sultan has asked to repel Coronavirus. Later, they found out that the order was not from the Sultan, yet the natives and residents of Yogyakarta love and trust their Sultan. In an emergency and a pandemic, revered cultural leaders may be active in implementing steps to resolve the crisis, set an example, and lead the people. Dziva (2020) researched the ability of traditional leaders to localize the battle against Coronavirus in rural Zimbabwe. Their study shows that leaders and their decentralized systems depend on community mobilization, awareness-raising, dispelling pandemic rumors and misconceptions, using vaccinations, and pressing for the compromise of steps incompatible with local customs, cultural values, and norms. The article calls for the resourcing and preparation of traditional leaders to effectively realize their potential in fighting COVID-19 in rural areas.

The message of cooking sayur lodeh to repel the plague also underlines the importance of keeping people calm, optimistic, and positive. Optimism and mastery are two cognitive characteristics that include optimistic aspirations for the future and are significant predictors of
reduced anxiety and superior coping and physical health in many populations, including cancer survivors (Gallagher et al., 2019). Galagher et al. (2019) investigated the particular consequences of these characteristics. Their cross-sectional research used structural equation modeling to analyze the particular effects of optimism and mastery on emotion, coping, and well-being in 603 adult cancer survivors and whether the findings were consistent in both men and women. The results showed that both optimism and mastery were correlated with enhanced emotion, coping, and well-being, and together accounted for a small to moderate variance. Optimism and positive thinking encourage positive emotions, perceptions, and interactions to enhance health and well-being (Aspinwall & Teleschi, 2010). Optimism was found to be three-dimensional, including outcome expectations, efficacy expectations, and unrealistic thinking; optimistic patients could handle chronic disease better (Fournier et al., 1999). Optimism and physical well-being are very closely related (Scheier & Carver, 2018).

The texts also stress the importance of a strong union or unity and family support in resolving difficulties and always asking for God's blessing. Mosavel et al. (2015) examined how low-income, urbanized communities in South Africa are subjected to high levels of everyday stressors that increase their vulnerability to negative outcomes. Resilience can provide opportunities for young people to conquer adversity and can lead to their positive growth. The study found that group connectivity, optimism, and altruism were prevalent in youth responses and could promote community and individual resilience. Johnson-Garner and Meyers (2003) studied African-American children who overcome hardship to adapt successfully. They found that the support provided to children by an extended family was beneficial and encouraged positive child outcomes. Togetherness is the secret to being resilient. During this pandemic, to remain physically safe, people need to remain optimistic; and the message about sayur lodeh indicates this.

The message of cooking sayur lodeh also points out that people need to seek God's aid to believe that God will protect them. Some recent studies have revealed the multiple beneficial effects of faith on those who are in crisis. A study of cancer patients showed that those who felt a stronger relation to faith and spirituality had improved physical health (Jim et al., 2015). Religiosity has been correlated with better compliance with dialysis for those in Saudi Arabia; Hindu identification in India has been related to stress management skills, and religious women in Thailand control diabetes more effectively than those who do not identify with a religion (Wiederhold, 2020). In all situations and places, faith allows people to deal with their lives' challenges, both big and small. Then, it makes sense that those who use faith and spirituality to cope with crises will turn to the same assistance during the coronavirus pandemic of 2019. According to an analysis of the search results from 95 countries, as the virus started to spread aggressively across the world in March of this year, the number of Google prayer searches increased exponentially (Masters & Spielmans, 2007). The Javanese cook sayur lodeh and feel connected to their faith by following the culinary symbols and the text.

The Javanese replied to the order to cook sayur lodeh immediately. Most of them believe that sayur lodeh might help them escape misfortune. This belief has been held from generation to generation since the time of their ancestors. A Javanese meal ritual known as slametan is full of symbols (Newberry, 2007). The food consumed, the procedure, and the people involved in planning and interaction are an essential whole. Javanese slametan, a communal ritual meal, brings neighbors, friends, and communities together to restore balance and harmony between the Javanese community's visible and unseen realms (Jakl, 2019). Even though there was a government restriction against gathering together due to Coronavirus, the Javanese saw the ritual of eating together as one way of balancing and getting the world into peace with a slametan with sayur lodeh they kept doing the ritual. The Javanese slametan can be traced back to the pre-Islamic, participatory animal sacrifice (Jakl, 2019)
The researchers were unable to obtain data directly from community sources owing to large-scale social limitations. COVID-19 has transformed the way research is conducted (Lourenco & Tasimi, 2020; Dodds & Hess, 2020; Sy et al., 2020). This limitation leads to a suggestion for further study to investigate how common Javanese people understood the order to cook sayur lodeh and their interpretation of the message. More research is needed to examine other local wisdom and social responses to certain situations. It is also important to develop how the principles extracted from this research can be used as guidance for the implementation of policies, in particular those related to the role of cultural and community leaders in the prevention of infectious diseases or other disasters.
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